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for this product! (Please note that the color shown in the video may no longer be available.) While we&#039;re not saying the Little
America from Herschel Supply Co. isn&#039;t up for an epic outdoor expedition, we would say it&#039;s more suited for everyday
life. With its mountaineer-inspired design that boasts a versatile silhouette and roomy storage options, this backpack will help scale
the tallest of mountains... or just be a tagalong during casual treks through the city. Spacious main compartment can hold books,
clothes, or any other on-the-go essentials. Fully padded/fleece lined pocket for laptops up to 15 in. Adjustable drawstring closure
underneath top flap. Custom leather buckle details feature a convenient magnetic snap closure. Additional front compartment with
full-zip closure and leather buckle details. Internal media pocket. Herschel logo tag at center of front compartment. Contoured
shoulder straps for total comfort. Shell: 100% polyester.
Lining: 100% nylon. Measurements: Bottom Width: 12 in Middle Width: 12 in Top Width: 12 in Depth: 6 1&frasl;2 in Height: 20 in
Strap Length: 35 in Strap Drop: 14 1&frasl;2 in Handle Length: 6 1&frasl;2 in Handle Drop: 2 1&frasl;2 in Weight: 2 lbs This
product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s website or contact us at for full
manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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